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Electronic simulation of hearing loss has been used in many ways to inform the public, families, and professionals about the perceptual, communicative, and social effects of impaired auditory perception. This paper describes a new application in which student clinicians with normal hearing learned effective communication skills by interacting with the person who is simulating hearing loss. The student clinicians learned to produce clear speech and language by communicating words and sentences, by applying clarification strategies, and by rating the fluency of conversations under different conditions of simulated sensory loss. Conception of apparatus and training procedures are summarized.

Most todays, relatives, and clinicians who regularly converse with people who are hearing impaired want to understand the nature of hearing loss so that they can assist in the communication process. Researchers have used many different methods to help people with normal hearing appreciate the sound qualities that are heard by someone with hearing loss. The various methods of simulation have been influenced partly by each researcher's theoretical view of the nature of hearing loss and partly by the technical equipment and expertise available to create the desired sound qualities. These methods have included ear plugs or earmuffs to reduce the intensity of incoming speech (Hobbs, Heath, & Stuart, 1954), masking of speech by artificially generated noise (Chaffin & Pogher, 1979; van der Linden, 1972), modulation of a carrier signal by the speech-envelope pattern (Erber, 1972), tactile representations of speech (Erber & Zeiser, 1974), electronic filtering of speech frequencies (Schacht, Skenees, & Larson, 1978; Wang, Reed, & Bilger, 1978), and complex modifications of the speech waveform (Bair & Moore, 1993; Gagné & Erber, 1987; Moore & Glasberg, 1993; Summers & Al-Dabbagh, 1995; Villchur, 1975, 1977).
Hearing loss tends to be characterized by two main features: a loss of sensitivity (an inability to hear weak sounds) and a loss of clarity (an inability to hear small differences in intensity, time, and/or frequency between sounds) (Bergman, 1980; Willou, 1991). Other disruptive effects also may be experienced, such as different losses of sensitivity at different frequencies, rapid growth of loudness near threshold, or increased susceptibility to interference by background noise.

There are many reasons to develop accurate methods for simulating hearing impairment and to provide opportunities to hear speech that has been modified to better understand the perceptual nature of specific hearing deficits, to assess the design of listening devices for people who are hearing impaired, to appreciate the effects of hearing impairment on social interaction, and to increase empathy in caregivers. Developments in each area are briefly summarized below.

Numerous researchers have modified sound qualities with electronic filters to determine how ears with specific audiometric configurations might perceive speech (e.g., Fabry & Van Tetsell, 1986; Scheiber et al., 1988; Sheer & Owens, 1974; Wang et al., 1978). In these studies, subjects with normal hearing attempted to identify syllables or words while they listened through filters adjusted to represent particular losses of hearing sensitivity. The investigators compared perceptual data from these subjects with perceptual data obtained from people with reduced hearing sensitivity. In general, when the filter cutoff and slope were selected to match a particular audiometric configuration, similar overall syllable- and word-identification scores, general error patterns, and specific phonemic confusions were obtained.

Other investigators have applied their simulations of hearing impairment to the design of hearing aids and other listening devices. For example, Baer and Moore (1993) created a system which "smoothed" the spectrum and reduced frequency selectivity. Vilk and Moore (1974, 1977) and Moore and Glasberg (1993) devised multiband intensity expansion systems which simulated auditory threshold effects, loudness recruitment, and reduced dynamic range. With normally hearing listeners, they demonstrated the potential benefits and limitations of linear amplification and amplitude compression strategies which could be applied to compensate for impaired speech perception. Blaney, Martin, and Clark (1985) used a computer to create acoustical simulations of a multiple-channel cochlear implant, with software written to mimic three different design strategies. They used speech-tracking results (DeFilipps, 1988; DeFilipps & Scott, 1978) and vowel/ consonant confusions to demonstrate the potential benefits of encoding the voice fundamental by pulse rate, and encoding formants one and two by electrode position.

Educators have produced video tapes incorporating various forms of simulation (e.g., frequency filtering, waveform modification) to provide observers with brief vicarious experiences of hearing loss (e.g., Australian Deafness Council - Queensland, 1991; Hearing Impairment Services, 1991; Power, 1991). In some
videotaped demonstrations, lists of words or sentences are presented with reduced sound clarity to illustrate effects of hearing impairment on auditory or auditory-visual test performance. In others, a classroom or office environment is presented from the client’s point of view to demonstrate effects on auditory-visual communication. In most cases, captions and/or a printed guide provide descriptive information and suggest topics for discussion. Many university students in the fields of audiology, speech-language pathology, and special education have been introduced to the nature and functional effects of hearing loss in this way.

Other education specialists have used portable simulation systems to provide temporary real-life experiences with impaired hearing. A participant with normal hearing wears a small behind-the-ear noise generator (a modified hearing aid) which acoustically masks incoming speech sounds. Although this method does not accurately simulate the perceptual characteristics of impaired hearing, the participant is mobile and is able to engage in daily activities. In several studies (Chaffis & Peiper, 1979; Lang & Ponsello, 1991; Lieberth, 1982; van der Lieth, 1972), normally-hearing university students, educators, and clinicians have used portable speech maskers to personally experience the effects of reduced hearing on their ability to obtain information and interact socially. Participants typically report feeling self-conscious, insecure, and lonely. They also report an increase in their understanding of the social consequences of hearing impairment.

When combined with directed follow-up discussion, the method has been useful for introducing people with normal hearing to the functional effects of impaired hearing.

In addition to introducing students to the nature of hearing loss, most audiol-logic rehabilitation courses are designed to teach students how to adapt their communication for successful interaction with clients. This may be accomplished by presenting a list of guidelines (e.g., “face the light”; “speak clearly”) (Erber, 1993; Kaplan, 1982), and/or by providing students with numerous opportunities for interaction with people who are hearing impaired. Both methods have limitations, however, because awareness of communication strategies does not necessarily lead to their use, and many clients are not willing or able to provide the necessary direction and feedback to their student clinicians. Instead, student clinicians need to actively develop effective communication skills before contact with their clients.

In most of the studies summarized above, the aims were (a) to produce accurate representations of impaired hearing and/or (b) to provide an opportunity for listeners with normal hearing to gain insights into the nature of hearing impairment and its functional effects. That is, the learner usually was the person with the simulated hearing loss. The second part of this paper describes an application of hearing-loss simulation in which student clinicians learned effective communication skills by interacting with the person with the simulated hearing loss (Erber, 1987, 1988).
TEACHING STUDENT CLINICIANS TO PRODUCE CLEAR SPEECH AND LANGUAGE

Each speech-language pathology student at La Trobe University receives at least 3 hr of personal experience with a hearing-loss simulation system during the required one-semester aural rehabilitation course. Each student participates in classroom demonstrations, and also completes several out-of-class assignments. The training procedures are interactive, incorporating role-play by students and intensive communication practice with feedback provided to the learners. The aim is to teach student clinicians to communicate effectively with adults who are hearing impaired by using clear speech, simple language, and appropriate remedial strategies. The simulated clients are not actors trained in the disorder, but fellow students who play the role of clients while perceiving speech through an electronic hearing-loss simulator.

General Method

For this type of communication training, two acoustically-isolated rooms are used, connected by closed-circuit audio and video systems as shown in Figure 1. One student, playing the role of the therapist, faces a video camera and speaks into a microphone/preamplifier. The "therapist's" speech is passed through an electronic hearing-loss simulator ("HELOS": Esber, 1988) which modifies its sound qualities (Ozgül & Esber, 1987). Because acquired low vision is common in older adults (Karp, 1988), the video signal also is modified to simulate vision impairment. The distorted audio and video components of speech are conveyed by electrical cables to another room, where a second student, playing the role of client, listens through earphones and watches a television monitor. An intercom system conveys the "client's" clarification requests and instructional feedback to
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*Figure 1.* Block diagram showing connections of apparatus used to simulate the experience of hearing and vision impairment for training student clinicians to produce clear speech and language.
be the first student.

The hearing-loss simulation device used in this work (HELOS) is a simple, compact unit designed for use in counseling and communication therapy (Erber, 1987, 1988; Gagne & Erber, 1987). A threshold control operates an adjustable center-clipping circuit which eliminates one's perception of weak sounds while permitting perception of strong sounds. A distortion control operates a random phase-shifting circuit which makes it difficult for one to distinguish neighboring audible frequencies. A switch permits one to select a flat or sloping audiogram. Speech intelligibility can be varied from 0 to 100% by adjusting these controls.

Vision impairment in older adults is characterized by reduced acuity, reduced contrast sensitivity, and reduced visual fields (Karp, 1988). The former two effects are simulated in this work by placing a translucent plastic disk in a small frame mounted in front of the lens of the video camera (see Erber, 1979). The disk, constructed from a thin sheet of stippled plastic, diffuses incoming light and blurs the video image. Visual acuity can be varied in steps from 20/40 to 20/800 by placing different calibrated disks in the frame.

Classroom Demonstrations

During a typical classroom demonstration, one student plays the role of the therapist, and another student plays the role of the client who is hearing-impaired. The therapist practices administering various communication assessment and therapy procedures (e.g., word- and sentence-identification tests, the tracking procedure, QUESTAR structured conversations, ASIQUE question-answer sequences, TOPICON; see Appendix) (Erber, 1988). All such demonstrations are conducted in a glass-walled clinic room containing only the client and a television monitor on which the image of the therapist appears. The qualities of audio and video signals received by the client are modified to simulate hearing and vision impairments in the manner described above. Other students sitting outside the glass observe the spoken interaction, and later discuss diagnostic outcomes and successful therapeutic strategies with the participants.

Out-of-Class Assignments

In addition, several out-of-class assignments are provided in self-directed tutorials. Procedures and outcomes of several recent assignments are summarized below. In assignments A through D, hearing impairment was simulated by setting the HELOS threshold control to 4, the HELOS distortion control to 8, and selecting a sloping audiogram (-12 dB/decade above 500 Hz). This combination produced about 25% auditory identification of spoken monosyllabic words. In assignment E, HELOS controls were set in a random schedule as described below. Vision impairment in all cases was simulated by placing a translucent plastic disk in front of the camera lens which scattered light and blurred images. This particular calibrated disk produced visual acuity of about 20/360 for standard Snellen letters and greatly reduced perception of the speaker's lip and
tongue articulations at the conversational (1 m) viewing distance.

1. Practice and retention of word-communication abilities. In this assign-
ment, students learned to rapidly communicate important words under difficult
perceptual conditions, and to retain these skills after a period of time without
practice.

Fifteen experienced speech-language pathologists listed approximately 600
nouns which they regularly use in professional practice. From this set, they then
selected 350 nouns which they claimed they spoke at least once per week (e.g.,
voice). Each noun was written on a separate card. The 350 cards were shuffled
and randomly distributed into 14 sets of 25 cards each.

Eight female university students, age range 21-23 years, formed four commu-
nication pairs. Within each pair, one student played the role of a client with se-
vere hearing/vision impairment as described above, while the other student
played the role of a therapist. The therapist's task was to turn over each card and
attempt to communicate the word as quickly as possible, applying speech (e.g.,
precise articulation) or language strategies (e.g., brief redundant sentences) that
had been discussed in class (Ether, 1995). The client provided feedback and op-
erated a timer.

The four pairs of students communicated seven sets of 25 words at available
times within 1 week, did not practice at all during the next 2 weeks, and then
completed the remaining seven sets of 25 words during a 4th week.

The mean number of seconds that each student required to successfully com-
municate the 25 words within each set is shown in Figure 2. Word-transmission
time diminished with successive sets of words and reached a low plateau after
about four sets. All four pairs of communicators retained their skills over the 2-
week gap. The participants reported that the value of these learned skills became
most apparent when communicating with real clients who could not identify im-
portant words during clinical interactions.

2. Rapid application of communication strategies. In a small pilot project, 4
students practiced communicating common everyday nouns (e.g., tree) to part-
ners who simulated severe hearing and vision impairment as described above.

They were instructed in the application of a variety of clarification strategies
(e.g., repeat, synonym, phrase/sentence context, etc.). Before and after 6 weeks of
practice in communicating words, each presenter was shown 100 new, un-
practiced words (nouns commonly spoken in nursing homes, e.g., wheelchair)
printed on cards, one at a time, and was required to spontaneously speak each of
these new words, incorporating as many different clarification strategies as she
could produce in 15 s interval. All sessions were videotaped and transcribed.

Figure 3 illustrates the performance of the most successful learner. This student
(female, age 26), who used mainly repetition prior to training, greatly expanded
her repertoire of clarification strategies after practice and also retained these com-
unication skills after 1 month. She, and other participants, reported that as a re-
sult of this activity, she became a more versatile communicator with a rapidly accessible repertoire of clarification strategies.

3. Clarification of sentences. In this assignment, 11 pairs of female students, age range 21-34 years, learned to apply articulatory and semantic strategies to communicate sentences under difficult perceptual conditions. Twenty-four sentences were selected from the Koprak, Koprak, Abrahamson, and Dunlop (1986)
lists. Only sentences containing five to eight syllables from lists 9-12 were used. These lists contain items previously shown by their developers to be difficult to speechread. Each student's task was to communicate each of 12 sentences to a partner who simulated hearing and vision impairments as described above. The presenter was permitted to speak each sentence up to five times until it could be repeated verbatim. After each presentation, the client with (simulated) sensory loss repeated what she perceived (including fragments, nonsense, or gaps), and also wrote what she perceived on a prepared form (using phonetic transcription if necessary). She was not permitted to request specific clarification or to provide specific institutional feedback to the presenter. After speaking each sentence and receiving only an identification response from the client, the presenter was required to consider the client's reception errors in devising a strategy for the next presentation.

Later examination of each client's written transcription for each stimulus sentence illustrated the order in which fragments of the sentence were perceived by a person with (simulated) hearing and vision impairments. From this type of personal experience, the participants learned that under difficult perceptual conditions spread and rounded vowels (e.g., /u, u/) can become indistinguishable, some consonants (e.g., /s, l, r/) can become both inscrutable and invisible, and that many consonant blends (e.g., /n, m, n/') become unclear. To compensate, the student presenters learned to maintain voice level, to articulate clearly, and to apply simple semantic strategies (e.g., provide synonyms or repeated words). Some examples of typical response sequences are shown in Table 1.

4. Application of communication strategies in conversation. In this assignment, students learned to apply a variety of communication strategies during an extended conversation under difficult perceptual conditions. Eighty-one pairs of female students, age range 21-34 years, each conducted a 15-min conversation on a subject randomly selected from a deck of topic cards (e.g., camping, restaurants, car repair). One person played the role of communication partner, while the other played the role of a client with hearing and vision impairments as described above. Each pair resolved their communication difficulties by applying a wide range of strategies previously learned during class discussion and in other assignments. Afterward, each participant wrote a brief report describing the strategies that she found to be effective during the conversation. Table 2 lists (a) the range of communication techniques which students reported they had used spontaneously to achieve conversational fluency and (b) the proportion of students who noted application of each strategy. Commonly used techniques included slowed speech, clearly articulated speech, repetition, and use of short simple sentences containing familiar words.

5. Rating conversational fluency under different conditions of sensory loss. In this assignment, students rated the fluency of their own brief conversations under a wide range of perceptual conditions. Five pairs of female students set threshold
Table 1
Examples of Reactions to Kogan et al. (1986) Sentence-Writing in Children. After Each of Five Attempts
by Student Clinicians to Communicate Them to Clinics (Other Students
Simulating Hearing and Vision Impairments). After Each Presentation, the Clinics
Replied Verbally What They Perceived, but Did Not Request specific Clarification
or Give Instructions. Clinicians Then Derived Clarification Strategies in Response to Clinics Errors.

Pair EH=AM
1. The sun is a sun.
2. The sun is very hot.
3. Your name doesn't sound nice.
4. Your . . . is a monkey.
5. Your appointment is on Monday.

Pair HZ=NA
1. This is the queen of England.
2. This is a safe haven.
3. Take out the . . . of the oven.
4. . . . the cake out of the oven.
5. She took the cake out of the oven.

Pair AW=GA
1. . . . (8 seconds)
2. Look . . . try . . . it.
3. . . . get doesn't eat a tuna.
4. That . . . doesn't fit very well.
5. That shirt doesn't fit very well.

Pair SR=CB
1. My nephew . . .
2. I miss you . . .
3. . . . you . . . in hardware . . .
4. . . . meet you at the hardware store.
5. I'll meet you at the hardware store.

Pair CG=MO
1. The deepest were a big . . .
2. The . . . my . . .
3. The . . . in my ear.
4. The toothbrush cleans my teeth.
5. The tongue cleans my teeth.

Pair MO=CG
1. Both rode . . .
2. What road . . .
3. Both rode in . . .
4. The road in been repaved.
5. The road is being repaved.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Percentage of Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speak slowly</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss aspects of topic familiar to both participants</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articulate clearly</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat word, phrase, or sentence&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use uncomplicated syntax</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak predictable words, phrases, and sentences&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comply with patient's specific requests</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak short sentences</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present associated emotion&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reiterate sentences</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain topic</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use pauses words</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid use of voiceless stops and directives</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exaggerate intonation</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use metathetical words</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak with increased voice intensity</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use meaningful facial expression</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide relevant and substantive narrative</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spell words</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>4</sup> Repetition of a word, phrase, or sentence by the student, either spontaneously or when requested by the client, when a message was not acquired correctly. Includes the use of nonmetathetical, provision of contextual information, and placement of key words in redundant sentences. Includes the use of synonyms, definition of key words, and placement of key words in a list of related words.

old and distortion control conditions on the hearing loss simulator according to a random schedule, converted for 1 min on a subject randomly selected from a stack of topic cards (e.g., swimming, chocolate, cats), rated the fluency of the conversation on a 5-point scale from poor (1) to good (5) (Enber, 1988, 1994), and then repeated the process with another listening condition and topic. Within each pair, one student played the role of a communication therapist, while the other played the role of client. Figure 4 shows how 6 different threshold and 10 different distortion settings influenced conversational fluency under the condition of simulated vision impairment as described above. With this method, the students were able to experience the communicative effects of 60 different sound qualities in approximately 60 min.

The participants reported that under moderate perceptual conditions, simple repetition and slowing of speech (intuitive strategies) were usually adequate to achieve successful communication, but that rephrasing and use of semantic re-
Figure 4. Mean rated fluency of 60 conversations between five pairs of student clinicians (rating 1 = poor; rating 5 = good). Impaired hearing was simulated with a HELOS electronic hearing loss simulator set to sloping audiogram and 60 different combinations of threshold and distortion control positions. Impaired vision (20/200 acuity) was simulated by placing a calibrated translucent plastic disk in front of the video-camera lens.

dundancy (creative strategies) were necessary under severe perceptual conditions. The students also learned that a wide range of sound qualities can produce the same poor conversational fluency (e.g., a low rating of 1). They agreed that amplification of the partner's speech (e.g., through hearing aids) probably would enhance communication for one whose ears did not detect weak sounds, but might not resolve communication difficulties for one whose ears distorted audible sounds. The clients also reported that they generally ignored visible cues when experiencing minor hearing losses, carefully watched the (blurred image of the) partner when experiencing intermediate hearing losses, and could not fully interpret the minimal visible cues when experiencing extreme hearing losses. Considerable cooperation by the partner was required under the poorest acoustic conditions.

Conclusion

This paper has described how simulation of hearing and vision impairment can be used to provide interactive pre-professional experience for student communi-
cation therapists. In general, the method requires each of two participants to play a role: (a) as a clinician and (b) as a person with impaired hearing and vision. In the procedures described here, the main emphasis was on training student clinicians to be successful communication partners. Participants have learned a variety of effective interactive techniques through brief classroom demonstrations and practical out-of-class assignments.

In general, as the result of communicating with another person who simulated impaired hearing and vision, the students:

- learned to speak clearly;
- learned to apply clarification strategies with purpose;
- learned to employ semantic content to make words easier to understand;
- experienced communication and its remediation under a wide range of difficult conditions; and
- experienced success in the role of effective communication partner.
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APPENDIX

Some of the clinician-training procedures mentioned in the text are briefly summarized below. In each case, the partner with simulated training and repair nos is called the client; the partner with normal hearing and vision is called the therapist.

**Tracking (DeFilippo, 1984; DeFilippo & Sasso, 1973)**

The therapist reads printed text (e.g., a short story or newspaper article); sentence by sentence. The client attempts to repeat verbatim what is received. The therapist provides seamless fragments, repetition, or clarification as needed to help the client understand. After the client has repeated every word correctly, the participants are permitted to progress to the next sentence. Communication efficiency is described in terms of "Tracking rate" calculated as number of words communicated per minute. The procedure is useful for demonstrating effects of sensory loss and training students how to apply clarification strategies.

**QUESTAR (Ehres, 1988)**

The therapist selects a topic (a place recently visited). The client asks 30 prescribed questions grouped in a conversational order, and the therapist spontaneously answers each one. The client attempts to identify aspects of difficulty in hearing the message (e.g., too fast, too long, too complex, etc.) and requests appropriate clarification when necessary. The therapist repeats or clarifies as needed to help the client understand. After the client has identified every word in an auditory sequence, the participants are permitted to progress to the next question in the sequence. The procedure is useful for demonstrating conversational effects of sensory loss and teaching students how to request help and apply clarification strategies.

**ASQUES (Ehres, 1988)**

The client asks the therapist questions selected from a list. The questions include the following types: yes/no ("Do you have children?"); choice ("Do you prefer tea or coffee?"); information-seeking ("What time should we get there?"); opinion-seeking ("How can we make people safer?"); The therapist spontaneously answers each one in turn, and the client attempts to understand the therapist's answers. The procedure demonstrates the power of response-limiting questions in prompting potentially intelligible answers: yes/no, choice, and information-seeking questions tend to limit response alternatives, responses to opinion-seeking questions are less predictable. The procedure also illustrates the contribution of speech-repair.

**JOEPCON (Ehres, 1994)**

The client and the therapist conduct a brief conversation (e.g., 2-5 min) on a topic selected from a list (e.g., "bookstore story"). The client observes, rates the fluency of the conversation on a 5-point scale from poor (1) to good (5), and also consider factors that contributed to their rating: fluency, efficacy of some familiar, on conversation initiation, the client's attempts to guide conversation with response-limiting questions, and the partner's clarification strategies. The activity provides students with experience in rating conversational fluency and in identifying factors that contribute to conversational breakdown and repair.